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You’re the Peopleyst of People Persons
As a member of Bright Jenny’s Front of House team, you are a beacon who shines most brightly when chatting with 
awesome people, about awesome coffee, in an awesome space. On the road of further developing your coffee 
knowledge, you’re comfortable educating our customers on all things coffee - from origin, to varietal, to the specific 
flavour notes you get from each individual coffee. You have a robust knowledge of our menu, and POS system, and 
thrive at accurately taking orders in a bustling and buzy cafe, while ensuring baked goods & coffee are stocked and 
fresh. When not on the till, you have your head on a swivel, and love the idea of keeping busy cleaning the space, 
running drinks & food to customers, and doing dishes. If there’s time to lean, there’s time to clean - and cleaning is 
your jam as clean things are awesome, and so are you! Most importantly, you’re someone who excels working both 
independently, and as a team, all in the spirit of crushing the rush and serving Kelowna some of the best coffee 
around. Simply put - You, are a badass.

Duties & Responsibilities 
 
•  Operating POS system while taking customer orders - prepping & serving drip coffee, teas and baked goods
•  Commiting to learning about Coffee and Bright Jenny’s brand in order to educate customers on all the good stuff
•  Maintain pastry stock while ensuring drip coffee is always fresh and tasting brighteous
•  Run drinks & food to customers, keeping tabs with the Baristas & kitchen to ensure things are being run on time
•  Maintaining the cleanliness of the space, clearing dirty dishes and cups, emptying rubbish bins, running dirty dish 
    bins to the back
•  Washing dirty dishes along with regularily checking & cleaning bathrooms
•  Restocking retails items & merch

Qualifications
 
•  High school diploma or suitable equivalent
•  Experience working in a cafe or retail environment preferred
•  Availability to work weekdays & weekends
•  Excellent verbal communication and memorization skills
•  Great interpersonal and teamwork skills
•  Willingness to perform additional duties to facilitate the restaurant’s operations, as needed
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